1st Dental Laboratories

1st Dental is the leading dental laboratory network within the UK and our aim is to provide your practice with innovation, growth opportunities, and the support that you need to succeed. We invest in the latest proven technologies to help you thrive in the competitive dental market.

As a valued partner, we have invested in the latest proven technologies to place your practice at the forefront of dependable innovation that you can trust.

Our network of laboratories has the means to deliver the services you need so that you can provide the smiles your patients demand.
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Increase Your Expectations with Bien-Air

Bien-Air has not lost momentum over the past 25 years in their range of high quality, Swiss products.

The implant motor system, Chiropro L, with LED illumination and 251 handpieces features a new, integral irrigation and the world’s smallest handpiece head for all implant procedures.

New to the range is the Bora Blackline turbine.

Thanks to the carbon fibre Air Helix, these incredibly light handpieces offer improved visibility in wear, friction, torsion and impacts.

With an easy to use, intuitive display the Optima Max INT converts your air-driven system to an upgraded electric operating, allowing for example NTI endoscopes to be covered with a standard 1:1 contra-angled handpiece.

Bien-Air offer a variety of triple or quadruple pack systems. You can now enjoy using superior, Swiss quality turbines and contra-angled handpieces at even lower prices.

Choose from CA 1.1, 1.5 or 1.21 with or without light, fitted with a large push button quick bar release, they are both thermowasher safe and autoclavable.

These products are simply an overview of what Bien-Air has to offer. For further information please contact Bien-Air on 01306 711 303 or visit www.bienair.com

BioHorizons

BioHorizons is looking forward to introducing you to our line of top quality R&S small equipment including the great value new ultrasonic disinfectors, autoclaves and handpieces. Also on display is our exclusive range of top quality R&S small equipment including the great value new ultrasonic disinfectors, autoclaves and handpieces.

Come along to Stand D24, enjoy a tea or coffee with the Dental Sky team and patients. Examine the range of BioHorizons products that we have on display.

Stand No. D24

Dental Sky Wholesaler Ltd

Tel 0020 244 4702

Email sales@dentalsky.com

Web www.dentalsky.com

Come along to Stand D24, enjoy a tea or coffee with the Dental Sky team and patients. Examine the range of BioHorizons products that we have on display.

And don’t leave without picking up the latest issues of our popular monthly flyers and the Chirocare Authentic workplace and Tri-Scalers.

For more information please contact 01480 862264

www.dentalsky.co.uk

HOYA ConBio* designs, manufactures and markets laser systems to the global medical and dental communities.

Designed for use in hard, soft, and invasive tissue procedures the Versalase® lasers are highly innovative and surprisingly affordable.

As the industry’s most versatile and best-engineered Erbium YAG, Versalase® lasers feature higher repetition rates, higher power output, and reduced patient setup time.

As a result, patients experience fast, comfortable, and highly effective treatments. Versalase® lasers represent a natural choice for dentists who wish to offer patients a choice.

The compact DiOdent Micro 980 YAG dental delivery laser provides an outstanding option in soft-tissue procedures for any dentist looking for an effective and affordable way to successfully start in laser dentistry.

Fremont, California-based HOYA ConBio is a fully owned subsidiary of HOYA Corporation, a $2.5 billion leader in optical solutions, vision care, and medical devices. Learn more at www.conbio.com or www.redendothplastics.com

IMTEC


IMTEC UK has introduced a Msci Implant Training programme for dentists who wish to learn to place Mini Implants for Denture stabilisation. The course consists of 1 Day of theory, 1 Day in the clinic seeing cases and hands-on placement followed by a mentoring day (by arrangement) in your practice to mentor your first case.

The course is a 1 day Introduction for Mini Implanted Surgical Placement Kit (value £605.00), a demonstration Jaw model and other marketing items.

For experienced implantologists who wish to add MDIs to their practice IMTEC UK Mini Dental Implant Training Programme – New for 2010.

To book your place please call 01206 820863

3M

3M

Kerr announces an unprecedented breakthrough in Vertise Flow. Kerr is proud to have been awarded an overall product and Marketing Award from the Dental Tribune. Kerr is looking forward to introducing you to our latest innovation, Vertise Flow.

New revolutionary composite

Kerr announces an unprecedented breakthrough in Vertise Flow, the selfetch, self-adhering flowable composite.

This new revolutionary composite technology is designed for a separate bonding application step. Powered by Kerr’s renowned OptiBond adhesive technology, this product will provide a second generation bonding system with a new tooth bonding technology and more reliable performance.

Come visit stand E10 for a unique demonstration.
So come and meet us at the Septodont stand to see how Septodont products have won great review throughout the dentistry world. The revolutionary new system, Ultra Safety Plus® now available as a completely disposable syringe has introduced its unique, low shrinkage N’Durance® composite which is characterized by their high level of personal commitment and the excellent service they offer.

Whether you are already acquainted with Septodont’s wide range of dental essentials or want to learn more about new products you are warmly welcome to the Septodont stand at this year’s Dentistry Show.

At the stand you can see the unique anesthetics range as well as several ranges of needle including the unique needle stick prevention injection system, Ultra Safety Plus® now available as a completely disposable syringe system with the introduction of the USP Single Use Handle.

Also come to see our unique airway anesthetic device, Lignospan Special, Septanest and Lignospan (NDT®) especially for highly flowable silicone (Elite Glass) which enables the light-curing of temporary veneers (Hydrogum5), a new hyper-hydrophilic impression system (Hydrorise), a new product for reducing impression voids by 50% (Hydrosystem), a clear silicone (Elite Base), which enables the light-curing of temporary veneers in the mouth and its bite registration materials (Clicflask & Colobite). For laboratories products on display will include a clear silicone (Elite Transparent) which enables the light-curing of composite work, gingival mats on models (Gingifast) die stones & basing stones (Elite Rock & Elite Base). Details on their complete range including humourous films and mixing machines will also be at hand.

UK Mobile: 07780 030331  uk@zhermack.com www.zhermack.com

Contact - Graham Brown

VOCO: High-quality products “Made in Germany”!

Several innovative high-quality products for different indications will be presented by VOCO on The Dentistry Show in Birmingham. Such as the non-radiating, non-dripping syringe based on the innovative non-dripping technology (NDT®) especially for highly flowable materials. The new NDT® syringe permits the products to be applied in exactly the desired amount without material waste. This means procedures that are not only safe and hygienic, but also economical. And there will be further useful and efficient innovations for the dental practice like Rebilda Post System. This endodontic post complete set increases the clinical safety, since all of the components are coordinated and at hand when a post-endodontic treatment is required. Both dentists and patients profit equally by eliminating time-consuming etching and bonding with savings in time and increased comfort. NDT® completely cured in the mouth within four minutes and is pH-neutral.

Manufacture: VOCO GmbH, P.O. Box 765, 27467 Cuxhaven, Germany, www.voco.com

Sales Manager UK: Tam McCarthy, Mobile: 07500 760 013, tam.mccarthy@voco.com

VOCO at The Dentistry Show 2010 in Birmingham, Booth B42
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CEREC AC Bluecam – Seen in a new light

Sienna Dental Systems are pleased to announce the benefits which the new CEREC AC Bluecam CAD/CAM system offers to the dental practice.

Over the past 6 years Sienna UK, a specialist division of Sienna Dental Systems, GmbH, has seen the CEREC System provide dentists with better precision and aesthetics than ever before whilst making it even easier to use. Supplied and supported here in the UK by Sienna Dental Systems Ltd the CEREC AC unit can be used for all-ceramic inlays, onlays, veneers, crowns and anatomical temporal bridges.

CEREC has significantly improved the quality of treatment for patients, as well as enhancing the efficiency of the dental practice. CEREC not only saves time for you and your patients, but also drastically reduces your laboratory bills which normally are a costly monthly expense.

A variety of courses are run on a regular basis, be it for those contemplating CEREC for the first time or for those looking how to create more advanced predictability.

For further information please contact Sienna Dental Systems on 0844 071 5442 or e-mail info@siennadental.co.uk

Dr Rode Dental has been producing implant systems since 1996, turning into a true implant company, a international player in this market. “Our success rests primarily on two ideas: our implant systems build on program designs, and they are characterized by their impressive ease of handling”. All implant lines are continuously expanded, improved, and updated to incorporate and accommodate the most current scientific findings in oral implantology. In addition, Dr Rode Dental closely cooperates with well-recognized original implantatories of many years’ standing to ensure that its implants meet all the requirements of everyday clinical practice. All implants are produced in Europe, meeting the most stringent German and Swiss quality standards. This concept has been so successful that Rode Dental is now present in more than 20 countries through its network of qualified resellers, who are characterized by their high level of personal commitment and the excellent service they offer.

www.implant.com

Dr Rode Dental GmbH Munich

Visit us at stand D 26

DMG based in Hamburg is a manufacturer of high-quality dental materials such as Homigum, Luxolite, Z Bite and Vitapse. These products are highly rated in Reality and The Dental Advisor. They are particularly user friendly. This year DMG is showing how integrating early cavity cases can save the need for more invasive treatment.

Come visit us on stand B48